Keikailoa Perry prepares the class for…

…the full immersion experience!
Keikailoa Perry explains the importance of the taro root to the Hawaiian people.

Hiking down to see the sacred ground surrounding the heiau, or temple.
Descending a path to discover the unknown

In front of Iolani Palace with tour guides who work hard to educate others about the former sovereignty and dignity of the Hawaiian monarchy and native people.
Learning the ‘ōte’a, the traditional and world famous Tahitian dance.

Perfecting hula skills at the Polynesian Cultural Center’s Hawaiian exhibit.
At the Polynesian Cultural Center with our Samoan guide.

Learning about sugar cane at Hawaii’s Plantation village
Listening to the personal reflections of a soldier at Pearl Harbor

In front of the Center for Korean Studies at the University of Hawai‘i at Manoa